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Editorial
When I leave its gates for the last time as a student, the
metaphorical gift basket that VM will have given me will
contain a wide assortment of mementos.
Here, I got to discover interests within and outside the
classroom and build essential character traits like
responsibility, discipline, hard work and respect. These
experiences and qualities as mementos prepare me well for
what lies ahead in life. I learned that academic achievements
can only get us so far and achievement of any kind must be
celebrated. That said, VM also taught me that schoolwork is
not something to be taken lightly and the consequences of
playing truant can be grave. I am thankful to have collected
these lessons as mementos in school as it will ease my journey
into an increasingly competitive world.
In many ways, VM showed me that school is a microcosm
of the world around us. Our classrooms are populated with
students who come from varied socioeconomic, linguistic and
cultural backgrounds. Oftentimes, our backgrounds influence
our perspectives, interests, friendships and even
opportunities. But as in the real world, VM offers the
possibility to transcend our individual circumstances and
some of us manage to do so. Among my peers at VM are those
that strive for their every achievement, and those that don't
correlate effort with reward. In shaping my perspective, I am
thankful that VM gave me an opportunity to interact with both
of these peer groups. In VM corridors, I realized that House of
Cards and Gossip Girl are closer to fact than fiction. I may
never feel comfortable within this universe, but I now know
how better to navigate it. If high school is indeed a place for
lifelong friendships, I am fortunate to have found good friends
here who inspire me to better myself in more ways than one.
School is where we become literate. It's where we learn
how to read and count, and eventually how to most effectively
prepare a primary amine. More fundamentally, it is where we
first learn who we want to be as people and how to be
contributing members of an active community. To this end, I
will value my mementos from VM and should I find myself at a
crossroads in the future, these mementos will hopefully steer
me towards the road that can make all the difference.
Goodbye and thanks for the memories,

- Shashank

A new year has arrived and if only we could convict it
for breaking and entering. In a flurry of lockdowns and
masks paired with tests and exams, the last couple of years
have breezed by in sheer uncertainty. Whether or not we're
ready to recover and progress, the calendar certainly is.
Perhaps the late beginning of the academic year
hopes to ease some of the burden, although this reasoning
may be pure fantasy. Even if January arrives without
warning, there are still a few sandgrains left in the
hourglass before the rat race of grades and classes begin.
These three months (unfortunately two and a half for some
of us) offer a much-needed oasis amidst looming decisions
that are to be made.
We could use this buffer period to revitalize our goals.
As students, we have the luxury of abiding by our own
principles, which we may stand to lose as time progresses.
This re-evaluation need not be solemn, it could be as
simple (yet as impactful) as going to bed earlier- and
catching the sleep which is so uncommon in today's
student life. So while pondering over the strategy for what
lies ahead, feel free to take a leisurely stroll down memory
lane with this issue of the Dhwani. We're here to show you
that while the sun didn't always shine, we've had wicked
times this past year and that's a good enough reason to
stay optimistic (and maybe revamp your music or
entertainment taste with our help in the process.)
Best wishes to the students taking the board exams.
Happy reading and happy holidays.
- Aarushi
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Founders Day

- Neha

The 3rd of February
saw our school's 66th
Founders' Day being
commemorated online.
We learnt about the
humble beginnings of our
school, which was started
by the efforts of the
Mylapore Ladies Club in
1956, their hardships and
sacrifices that made Vidya
Mandir what it is today.
Our Chief Guest was
Mr.Rishikesha.T.Krishn
an, an author, Director
and Professor at IIM
Bangalore and the
grandson of Mrs.Padmini
The earliest staff
Chari. He spoke about
of Vidya Mandir
our school and how, even
st
though it was set up in the 1
decade after Independence, it continues with ethos intact.
We looked back with reverence at the brave, passionate Mrs.
Padmini Chari; the determined lawyer and philanthropist
Sri.M.Subbaraya Iyer, and Sister. Subbalakshmi, the social
crusader- the first woman to graduate from Presidency
college. He reiterated about the pillars of the school: the
teachers and even shared a wonderful picture of the earliest
staff of VM. It was a day of nostalgia and of paying respects.
In 1956, the Mylapore Ladies Club had a vision of
something of lasting value. It was their foresight, efforts,
values that forged the school-and for that, we are eternally
grateful.

Project Day

Children's Day

- Skanda

There were prayers and varied songs, there were plays
and poems, there were speeches, there were teachers
performing on the screen, and of course, there were
attentively listening students- it was Children's Day. The
function was equal parts familiar and new, equal parts
nostalgic and
inspiring. We
watched it all
through our
screens that day
but on the next
school day, we
attended our
classes in the
school building,
lighting up the campus in colourful clothing. Teachers
enacted their roles and sung their songs with enthusiasm
that spoke volumes about the affection and care they have
for us. The entire 23-minute video of the performance was a
heart-warming display of effort. So on this Children's Day,
we thank our teachers for the hard work they had put into
the video to keep us entertained, and for the effort they take
every day to educate us and make our day.

- Akshata

This year's Project
Day was held in late 2021
and as usual, the
enthusiasm surrounding
this rather prominent
event in the Vidya Mandir
annual calendar was
immense. LKG took its
audience 'Out in the
Garden', while UKG
escorted them 'Along the
Coast'- their respective project themes for the year. The
projects they undertook involved the usage of drawing and
colouring, and showcased their well-honed motor skills
over Microsoft Teams. On their assigned theme of waste
management, the primary children utilized waste materials
ranging from paper and cloth to e-waste, to create recycled
products that left us unreservedly astounded by the
creative talents and environmental consciousness resting
within the walls of the primary block. One fifth-grader had
created a particularly striking sanitizer holder with old
phone parts as its components, a product that has great

utility in our current pandemic context. One noticeable change
this year, as compared to our previous project days, is that
the students did not prepare the much-anticipated project
notebooks that we usually spend months working on!
Following usual practice, the middle-schoolers were sorted
into pairs for their projects. They covered the differing
impacts of COVID-19 on the global population, beginning
with the sixth grade informing us of the impact it has had on
our home, the seventh grade covering its impact on India,
and the eighth grade eventually traversing to its impact on
the world. The students expressed their ideas through
PPTs, posters, and models, and these were compiled into
videos that were displayed on the Smart Boards. Once
again, VM students seized this opportunity to display their
creative talents and their resilience amidst a continuing
pandemic, and carried out their work with unfaltering ardour.

Campus and Club activities
Chemistry Club

SPAM

Student
Vaccination
21 June
International
Yoga Drive
Day – Quiz

Interact Club

Math legacy

Ms.Amritha Murali
in concert at VM

KG students
back in school

National Science Day

Students write to the
Prime Minister

Commerce Club

Talk by Mr. Rishikesha KrishnanDirector & Professor of Strategy at IIM
Bangalore.

Republic Day

Library Week
- Arya

For the second
consecutive year, our school
held its annual Republic Day
celebrations virtually on the
26th of January. Our teachers
began with the school prayer,
followed by the hoisting of the
tricolour and national anthem
which all of us sang with
immense pride even in our
homes. This was followed by
an English skit set in January
1950, 'Two Friends Meet In A
Marketplace' enacted by
students, which presented a myriad of facts about our
Constitution and its importance in a novel manner. 'Vande
Mataram', was performed by our school choir. Further
fuelling our patriotic spirit, students gave engrossing
speeches in eleven different Indian languages. An emotive
Bharathanatyam performance presented a voracious
account of four stages of the freedom struggle, illustrating
the feelings of citizens before and after colonial rule.
To conclude, the Darpan Team conducted interviews
with retiring teachers whom we will bid farewell to.

Laugh a
Little...
- Chinmayi

- Varsha

This year's
Library Week
Competition was
held online in
January, where
students of
middle and
primary school
participated
enthusiastically.
Books being the
common theme, Class 6 had the task of Bookmark
design, with the topics: 'Reading to grow' /'Books are my
best friend'. Class 7 was asked to design colourful
posters on the topics -. EBOOKS VS PAPER BOOKS
/PLACES WHERE I LIKE TO READ. Class 8 made an
entertaining comic strip design, with the topics, How I
feel after I finish a great book/ Stages of falling in love
with a book.
The enthusiasm of participating in this contest
brought about the imagination, creativity and emotions
they felt that reflected in their work. It developed a great
sense of self confidence amongst students and a spirit of
healthy competition.

Harifa Miss

Retiring Teachers

-Aryana and Neha

Shiela Miss - Chinmayi

Sharada Miss

Not really, I was initially not
very interested in becoming a
teacher. But my family suggested I
become a teacher after watching me
teach my son when he was growing
up, so that was where the idea
originated.

At the outset, I was so thrilled
to go to College that I designed
clothes myself. I was responsible as
I had to look after my family as well.
It wasn't the usual carefree and
enjoyable experience. My father
wanted me to take Mathematics. Without a word I
changed the subject to Science. I was strong in my
decision; nobody could influence me.

Was becoming a teacher a lifelong
dream of yours?

Other than teaching at school is there anything you
liked taking part in at school?
I enjoyed project day since it wasn't part of our usual
routine, so thinking of new ideas for them kept me on my
toes. It also involved me interacting with other teachers
understanding how to plan it and receiving guidance,
which was a huge learning experience for me.
Is there any change in kindergartners now compared
to when you started out in 2001?
I would say increase in exposure. Learning is now
available through tabs and phones, which means more
learning happens outside of school than it used to. But
children are children, and they're still as innocent as
they were and teaching them is something I really enjoy.
Is there anything which the
kindergarteners of school have taught
you?
My drawing skills weren't great initially
so they used to say “miss your horse doesn't
look like a horse” and then they would teach
me how to draw better. They also kept me up
to date on tech, and were the ones to first
introduce me to airpods, which is probably
the most memorable thing I learnt from them.
Miss, if not teaching, what path would you have
chosen?
I would probably be involved in
social service, something which
involves helping people.
Your plans after retirement?

- Aarushi
Tell us something about your
college days

We all know you're a veteran at both Hindi and
handicrafts. Which creation are
you most proud of?
Even though I was a Science
student, Hindi is my passion. After
my marriage, I came to Chennai
from Bhilai, Chattisgarh where
many housewives asked me to teach
Hindi. I practised teaching the
subject. In 1986, I went to Kendriya
Vidyalaya for the post of Hindi teacher,
the Principal told me bluntly to first
finish M.A. and B. Ed. “Only then, enter
this School for an interview”. This
prompted me to do M.A. (Hindi) and
thereafter B. Ed.
I'm deeply interested in
Handicrafts, Tailoring and Fashion
Design. I have a Diploma in Tailoring and also learnt the
art meticulously. How do you train students for the
annual Hindi play?
I was in-charge of the play after the script was ready.
I select the students best suited for the Drama. Costume
selection, make-up and props were my foremost duties. I
trained the students for proper dialogue delivery with the
help of other colleagues.
Programmes that you enjoyed
as a teacher in VM.

Visiting my son has been
on my list for a while now, and
is something I look forward to.
Staying at home stitching and
gardening is something I hope
to do as well.

I participate in all activities in
VM for teachers. I participated in
quizzes. Although, I'm not a good
singer, I joined in for the chorus;
inspired by the proficient
vocalists. I enjoyed my classes as a
work experience teacher as well.

Your words of advice to the
students..

What is your mantra for
inspiration during hard times?

I hope all you can get back to regular school soon,
and wish you all the very best for the future years to
come.

Calmness and quietness. Thinking positively
automatically solves problems. Children understand
their mistakes after a while and correct themselves.

even something completely unrelated to CS. I'd really like
to learn painting or how to play
a musical instrument.

What do you remember about
your first day as a teacher in VM?

Which is your favourite topic
to teach in Python?

I joined VM in January 1985;
and I was slightly scared as I had
joined right after college. The age
gap between the 12th graders and
myself was close and some of them
were extremely tall. I was scared
initially but gained confidence
soon...

Everything! It's difficult to
teach or learn when there's something you don't like. In
Python, I really like the concept of files, which you'll learn
in 12th. In CS generally, my favourite concept is pointers.
You'd learn it in C++ and Pascal, but not Python. That's
one of my favourite topics in the entire subject.

What was one of the most
hilarious moments of your time
here?
VM is famous for its hilarious moments and I've
experienced a lot of them! Being in Vidya
Mandir is always fun and I love being
around the students, sub staff and the
teachers.
Besides teaching,
what are your other
interests?
I enjoy reading and listening to
music; and I love being one with nature; it's extremely
calming and it helps clear my thoughts.
Are you going to do any CS related projects after
retiring, like applications or websites?
I haven't decided yet. I might take up teaching or

What makes CS interesting according to you?
Logic. It's work for the brain: like Pandora's box, until
you open it, or rather, execute it, you don't know what's
inside; until you get the result, you don't know how your
logic fared or whether you got it right. I love that solving
problems is like unfolding a mystery. Any subject, not
only CS for that matter, can be interesting if you maintain
your enthusiasm.
Finally, what is your advice to students taking up CS
as a career?
Don't lose your passion for the subject (any subject),
and keep confidence in yourself no matter what happens.
Brooding and crying over mistakes or the past is useless.
You can't reset or rewind, but you can definitely learn
from your mistakes as long as you have a positive
attitude. Always believe in yourself. Plenty of
opportunities are available, always grab it and move
forward. As a human being, always respect others despite
background or educational qualifications.

SPL Election and Investiture

- Shashank

Much like the previous
year, our SPL election –
usually entailing much
excitement, spectacle,
memes, and the odd class
bunked – took place
completely virtually this year.
The four capable nominees –
Drishya, Itkila, Kalanidhi,
and Rajiv– like their
predecessors, had to find
creative ways to overcome
this. Of course, our nominees were up to the task. While not
nearly as immersive as in-person campaigning might have
been, this year's virtual campaigns were as good as they
could get.
Perhaps most importantly, our memes were
unaffected. While not stuck all over the walls of school, they
found their place covering the feeds of our Instagram pages,
WhatsApp statuses, and Discord servers. The saved effort
on drawing up multiple repetitive charts and posters was
redirected to improving the quality of the memes and
messages. Different templates were explored, different
formats used and fresh content delivered, much to our
delight. In a way, it was like comparing television to OTT
platforms – the latter making content uncensored and more
varied. For anyone who enjoys a good laugh, this campaign
was an amazing one.
Then came the traditional delivery of speeches, making
of promises, and finally, the voting – all of which happened
on a Teams stream dedicated for the event. Rajiv ended up
winning the election, and will be VM's SPL, with Drishya
and Kalanidhi becoming the Assistant SPLs. Many
congratulations to the team, and we hope they'll have an
eventful term.

After last year's understandable hiatus, the annual
investiture ceremony for the newly-appointed prefects
resumed in-person this year. High school students and the
prefects' parents were in attendance and all masked up.
The prefects however, held their unmasked faces up high.
The ceremony took place with its usual solemnity, starting
off with the school prayer. The prefects then made their way
to the stage, marching to the recognizable and loud
drumbeat, with a sharp melody played on the French horn
in the background. Sashes and flags were passed on from
the previous team to the incoming one, while each new
prefect's qualifications were listed.
Then the new team took their place on stage, while the
old one stood correspondingly in front of it.
I'm sure we all had our takeaways from our Principal's
speech on understanding both sides of a story. Soon after,
our outgoing SPL - A.P Aditya – delivered his speech,
recounting his experience and wishing the new team the
best for the upcoming year.
Finally, in a symbolic gesture of the old order yielding
place to the new, the 11 th graders marched out in front of
the 12th graders, leading them back to their initial
positions. Pictures were then taken, congratulations
exchanged, and we all shuffled our feet back to class.

Reporter's Diary

Reflections 2021- -Akshata
Neha

Countless emotions whirled past
the Vidya Mandir Air as a direct result of
the middle schoolers who, last
December, attended offline school for
the first time in two years. The fifth
graders had made the jump to seventh
grade, without the year in between
normally utilised by students to familiarise themselves with
the new block. Hence, one of the emotions the new set of
middle school students caught between their teeth was
excitement. This flickered through their pearly whites and
converged into laughter prior to the assembly.
During the assembly, the students managed to grasp
discipline from the open arms of the Air, as the electrified
bunch were displaying obedience in startling, rare

amounts. They had contained their enthusiasm, and there
was not a single student out of place!
Finally, post assembly, the new batches snatched
determination and established it deep within themselves,
right in time for the arduous years of school ahead, with
little chance of the occasional escape to online school.

Anime Review

- Aarushi

Flying high among
the genre of sports
anime, Haikyuu!!
(translation, very
literally, volleyball) is a
wildly popular
Japanese anime series
that is nothing short of
legendary. Although
classified as a 'shonen' anime, a series targeting young
male audiences, it appeals to a variety of people across the
globe and can elicit both cheers and tears from its viewers
as they sink deeper into each scene.
The anime revolves
around the Karasuno
volleyball team, the fallen
angels or rather the fallen
crows in this case, of male
high school volleyball. The
plot largely deals with how
they pave their path back to
their former glory. Enter our
deuteragonists, Kageyama
Tobio and Hinata Shoyo The duo, consisting of a
seemingly arrogant prodigy
and an apparent
unassuming black sheep in
the volleyball world are off to a rocky start but eventually
mend their relationship as the series progresses.The story
navigates their journey as they make splashes across the
world of high school volleyball. Although the spotlight is
largely on Karasuno, the anime also focuses on the
struggles and achievements of their competitors as well,
crafting a spider web of stories.
The matches between teams as portrayed in the series
are breath-taking owing to the top-notch art and
animation, as if it were not a pre-planned plot but a live
tournament. Its entertainment value and ability to engage
completely may even match that of the Indian Premier
League (not the most objective evaluation).
The feature which sets Haikyuu!! apart from other
sports anime is the way it narrates the story of its
characters; each one of them grow to new heights as the
episodes roll by, learning from their shortcomings at each
step and clearing the way towards victory like any high
school student would (obviously). When Karasuno loses a
match, the heartbreak they feel travels to you beyond the
screen. But even when they win, we may end up shedding
tears for the other team; after all, they're all just boys
desperate to play volleyball. No other series can emote as
brilliantly as this anime can; so next time you're in a pickle
about what to watch, pick Haikyuu!!

Band Review: Day6

- Aryana

E v e n a f t e r
shuffling through their
rich discography of a
hundred-odd songs,
one can't put a finger on
what exactly Day6's
definitive genre is. From
80's L.A. metal (Deep in
Love) to heart-breaking
ballads (You Were
Beautiful;), there isn't a sound Day6 hasn't dabbled in and
effortlessly succeeded at. A deeper look into their
production process reveals ridiculously talented
individuals with endless flair for song and lyric. Guitarist
Sungjin, bassist Young K, keyboardist Wonpil and
drummer Dowoon all have such distinct voices, you'd
expect there to be one main vocalist. But they blend with
each other perfectly, making every song a unique cocktail of
complementary voices and complex instrumentation.
Their first experimental work — the EveryDay6 project
— involved producing and releasing two songs for every
month of 2017 and, two years later, the band began their
journey on the second, the The Book of Us series. It focused
on the nuances of human emotion and interaction,
progressing from loving yourself (Part I: Gravity) to someone
else (Part IV: Negentropy), with all its ups and downs.
Every song feels
so personal in a way,
w h i c h i s n ' t
surprising for a selfproduced, selfwritten group like
Day6. But there's
something riveting
about every lyric and inflection; how they perfectly capture
whichever emotion they choose to convey. And I don't just
mean their voices — like all good music, Day6 songs teach
you to appreciate the strum of the guitar or the sound of hihats and crash cymbals.
Overall, Day6's music is marked by tremendous
ingenuity. They're always finding new ways to use old
sounds, and that's what makes them special.
Some of Day6's most memorable tracks:
Rock—metal—punk: Rescue
Headache, Deep in Love, So Cool

Me,

WARNING!,

Pop—EDM—retro: days gone by, Chocolate, Talking
to, Healer, How to love
Ballad—lo-fi—pop-rock: Letting Go (Rebooted), so let's
love, About Now, Tick Tock, For me…

Alumni.....The Road Not Taken
Praveshika speaks to...

Rohaan speaks to...

- Arya and Skanda

- Rashi and Varsha
As a stand up comedian, what do you think is most important?
Praveshika: It's how well you're able to
communicate humour by making sense, I
can't just go up to the stage and blatantly
lie, it needs to be legitimate. So standing out
comes from being real and putting yourself
out there.
Where did it start?
Praveshika: I wanted to
do a lot of things in school, but I wasn't on
stage much and was a very introverted kid in
school. I was always interested in theatre
and used to watch plays. In college I took up
what I wanted to and with that opportunities
opened up. Life changed after I found my
mentor (Karthik Kumar KK). I actually started doing stand-up
only in college, but was always interested in it.

Venturing into the miraculous world of food and flavour
was no cakewalk. Nearly a decade later, he is the proud owner of
Naina's Kitchen, a home catering service which offers a wide
variety of mouth-watering hearty meals.
Inspiration to pursue a career in the food industry..
Rohaan: Okay, so here's the story. When I was in school, I
attended tuition classes right after school along with my friends.
There wasn't enough time to return home and then go to tuition.
We were often extremely hungry no matter what we took as
lunch. A roadside food kiosk near the tuition centre had a lot of
kids salivating over their delicacies, especially sandwiches,
samosas and other appetising snacks. I was consumed by the
desire to make people happy by feeding them true comfort food.
Favourite food..
Rohaan: I enjoy Italian cuisine in particular and of course
— anything cooked by my mother. 'Naina's Kitchen' is a tribute
to her. I love experimenting with food and new flavours.

Inspired and encouraged by..

School- Flashback

Praveshika: I think Crazy Mohan was my
first inspiration. Along with him, Ellen
DeGeneres, of course. I'm very grateful to
M.O.P College and to Karthik Kumar, for
having given me that base and to Alex sir
for pushing me and telling me I could do it.

Rohaan: I was part of the school cricket team from primary
all through high school and cricket is something that still holds
an incredibly special place in my heart. I also enjoyed dance and
other sports during my school days.

Effect of the pandemic …
Praveshika: I'm a very physical comedian. I need to see the
audience, the stage, to move around, the energy and stand-up
is an art which breaks the fourth wall. Audience laughter is
what fuels us to keep going higher. But with Zoom it's been
extremely difficult. I think for me personally it's been very, very
difficult because I've been working and I would be in front of
the screen all day. My biggest getaway used to be the stage.
When I was done with work I used to throw my laptop, change
my clothes, go on stage, jump and be hyped up. But now, it's
like, the meeting is done and I open a new tab and say “Hey
guys!” So it was torture. Trust me, looking at yourself when
you're performing is the last thing a comedian wants.
Issues that you like to highlight..
Praveshika: I address any issue that
doesn't land me up in jail. Jokes apart, I
think for me, addressing the issue comes
from what is relatable. When people come to
my shows I want them to forget about
everything going on and think, 'Hey, this girl
is having similar problems as me.' I pick
issues that require attention, that people
haven't attended to. I don't want to be the hundredth person
addressing something, I want to be the first.
Is there any advice you'd like to give to aspiring comedians
from your experience?
Praveshika: Start, just start. Follow your heart and do it. This
is the advice that I got. Stand-up is about figuring it out. I'm
not going to say stand-up is for everyone. To be honest, standup is not easy and is as difficult as any art form. With standup, there's no book, it's just you learning yourself. Stand-up is
one art form that even nepotism can't get you through, it's your
audience. So if you convince your audience, then that's your success.

I would take my mother's famous
roti and sabji to school and every
single day my lunch box would
be empty in a jiffy. I even made a
rule stating that none of my
friends were allowed a morsel of
my lunch before I was satiated
with my share. It's really funny to
imagine that now.
Lockdown days..
Rohaan: The pandemic helped our business grow and expand.
The fact that so many people have been
supporting us during these unprecedented
times is truly heart-warming and makes my
heart swell with gratitude.
Do you have any plans to expand your
business to more locations?
Rohaan: I've been planning on opening
another location or stall outside of VM. During
Reflections, our schools's Culturals, we actually
had a kiosk set up and it was a success. Being
back at school really allowed me to reminisce about my time at
VM the smile on the students' and faces is still ingrained in my
mind.
Working with CSK and advice…
Rohaan: It was an absolute dream come true for me when I
worked with the Chennai Super Kings and had the opportunity
to customise and curate gift bags and personalise 'welcome
gifts' for all the players.
When it comes to the food industry or catering in
particular, all I can say is gain experience. Even if you don't
know what exactly you want to pursue like I did at one point, try
out as many things as possible and I can assure you that you
will find something that truly piques your interest.

